Project MUSE

African Studies

JOURNALS

- Africa: The Journal of the International African Institute
  Cambridge University Press

- Africa Today
  Indiana University Press

- African Conflict & Peacebuilding Review
  Indiana University Press

- African Economic History
  University of Wisconsin Press

- African Studies Review
  Cambridge University Press

- Black Camera
  Indiana University Press

- Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East
  Duke University Press

- Eastern Africa Social Science Research Review
  Organization for Social Science Research in Eastern and Southern Africa

- Expressions maghrébines
  Coordination Internationale des Chercheurs sur les Littératures Maghrébines

- Ghana Studies
  University of Wisconsin Press

- Journal of Africana Religions
  Penn State University Press

- Journal of West African History
  Michigan State University Press

- Mande Studies
  Indiana University Press

- Northeast African Studies
  Michigan State University Press

- Research in African Literatures
  Indiana University Press

- Transformation: Critical Perspectives on Southern Africa
  Transformation

- Transition
  Indiana University Press

Books

MUSE offers scholarly books in African Studies from distinguished publishers including:

- African Books Collective
- Indiana University Press
- Michigan State University Press
- Ohio University Press
- University of Wisconsin Press
Project MUSE is the trusted provider of distinguished social sciences and humanities publications from more than 200 of the world's leading university presses and scholarly societies.

African Studies
Find these and many more topics on Project MUSE

Hausa Women    Nelson Mandela    Muslim women, Niger    Umkhonto we Sizwe
Afrikaner Nationalism    Ghana concert party    African Diaspora    West Africa Slave Trade
Rwanda Civil War    refugee camps Zaire    Zulu War    Arab Spring    AIDS Africa
Oral tradition Tanzania    African filmmaking    Ancient Egypt
Wildlife conservation Africa    Apartheid South Africa    Libyan Revolution    Morocco History
Sub-Saharan Africa Youth    Women Education South Africa

Did you know .......

MUSE books and journals offer:

✓ 100% full text
✓ Unlimited simultaneous usage
✓ Unlimited printing and downloading
✓ Chapter and article downloads
✓ Mobile access

Books and journals can support coursework:

✓ Transform your instruction aids by including stable links to journal and book content
✓ Link to articles, book reviews/chapters, and performance reviews.
✓ Search books and journals on one integrated platform
✓ Over 1000 OA books